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Rules for Communicating the POLSKA Brand

Aim
The aim of this document is to define rules for communicating the POLSKA brand.
What the POLSKA brand should promise and how it should be communicated. In other
words, to define the POLSKA brand narrative that would be authentic, attractive
and consistent across many areas.
The experience of other countries teaches us that the standing of a national brand has direct
impact on the value of brands originating from that country. And what makes a brand’s
standing high is the image, or things that come to the minds of people from other parts
of the world when thinking about a specific country. The clearer and more positive
the image, the better reaction to people, cultural creations an products coming from
that country.
The way a brand promotes itself, apart from history and popular clichés, is the key
to creating a positive image of the national brand. Whether the message a brand wants
to put across is authentic and attractive or consists of wishful thinking. The advantage
of having a uniform brand narrative is that recipients more easily decode every new
ad and campaign.
The strategic approach set out in this document focuses on those characteristics
of Poland and Poles that offer the greatest potential for building a distinctive and attractive
national brand image in the local market and abroad. As is true for any other country, these
characteristics need not be shared by all Poles given their different lifestyles, activities
and social status. That is why this document is based on national characteristics
that are most attractive from the point of view of selected target groups, while
simultaneously lending themselves to credible communication by the brand.
A country’s image consists of people’s ideas about the country and is certainly related
to the many fields the country is active in. The image is built by people, the landscape,
companies and products, culture and its creators, as well as towns and regions.
To be successful, the process of building a coherent image of the POLSKA brand must
involve institutions, local governments, companies and last but not least all Polish
people.
This document does not want to impose or suggest areas and topics of promotion, as such
choices need to be made by the institutions concerned: starting with ministries, through
towns, and commercial enterprises. What this document hopes to achieve is to establish
a uniform communication framework, one that will ensure a synergy of messages
and thus enhance their power and effectiveness. For this reason, recommendations
formulated below should be followed by all institutions that are tasked with promoting
the POLSKA brand or use it for their purposes.
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In the document, we set forth the core idea of the POLSKA brand, which can serve
a cornerstone of its communication activities. This idea is not, however, an advertising
slogan. Rather, it expresses the promise of the brand in a succinct way. To demonstrate
its potential in more detail, the core idea has been translated into several fields which
are key to the image of the POLSKA brand. It should be noted, though, that the indicated
fields of promotion are only examples to better illustrate the core idea’s communication
potential. Consequently, they set no obligatory orientations of promotion activities.

How this document came to be
Where did the idea of designing and communicating the POLSKA brand come from? What
sources does it draw on? What is it about?
What posed a major problem for brand marketing until recently was not the lack of interesting
products, communication tools, agencies or funds. Rather, the POLSKA brand had no one
uniform promise that would be promoted in a consistent manner and that could be made
to different stakeholders.
This led to a situation where, without anyone’s intending it, promotional campaigns to build
the brand image lacked a common keystone: starting from the brand concept, through
the visual layer, to the element that decodes the place of origin of the message, i.e. the brand
sign (logotype).
Irrespective of how good and effective the communication has been so far, it has failed
to create a clear idea of who is talking, what they want to promise and what they can offer.
High standards of marketing communication, which apply both to multinational corporations
and territorial brands, call for consistency of communication by all entities contributing
to the creation of a brand image.. That is not to say that specific items of communication
should be identical, but rather that they should always have a common element: the promise,
the way of showcasing the country’s strengths, the style and language, the visual layer
and one common brand sign.
The above observations have been clearly outlined in the “Strategy for the Promotion
of Poland until 2015,” whose authors say “There is a clear and obvious need to diversify
Polish promotional messages, depending on specific areas of promotion and its geographic
priorities. That said, we also need to create an underlying message, i.e. an idea or a concept
that would put in a nutshell Poland’s experience and uniqueness, and successfully get across
what Poland is and wants to be in the world today and in the near future. This underlying
message should be tapped into by people who create and implement all industry-specific
promotional strategies and projects, while respecting the individual nature of a given field.”
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We can find a similar passage in “Poland’s 2012-20 Marketing Strategy in Tourism,”
a document issued by the Polish Tourist Organization, which reads: “The Polish Tourist
Organization sees the need to standardize marketing communication, while maintaining
the autonomy of institutions that are responsible for different sectors of the economy.”
What also highlights the need to follow up on the above elements is the fact that this work
has already been partly done by Professor Wally Olins, an international expert on national
branding, who put forward the concept of the POLSKA brand identity in 2004. Although
his concept, for various reasons, has never been fully put in place, it contains useful
suggestions about further measures to enhance the POLSKA brand.

Members of the SAR Marketing Communication Association
and the Polish Public Relations Consultancies Association offered
to draw up a document that would round out the strategy and
basic rules for communicating the POLSKA brand. The document
was drafted in cooperation and consultation with institutions
that are interested in promoting the POLSKA brand.
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Starting point
Before defining rules for communicating the POLSKA brand, we conducted an in-depth
analysis of existing strategic documents that deal with promoting the POLSKA brand:
Strategy for the Promotion of Poland until 2015
Poland’s 2008-15 Marketing Strategy in Tourism
Surveys into Poland’s and the Polish economy’s image in key economic partner countries
Report: From Cultural Exchange to New Intelligent Power
Promoting Poland through Culture
Communication Strategy in the UK, German and French Markets. Analysis and Report
on Qualitative Research Commissioned by the Polish Tourist Organization
Premises of the 2007-15 Promotion Strategy for Polish Economy
Brand Promotion in the UEFA EURO 2012TM Context
Media Image of Poland’s Presidency of the EU Council
The authors focused on identifying common features that distinguish the POLSKA brand
in different areas of promotion today. Their aim was also to find elements common
to different ways of promoting the brand’s assets and to form guidelines on how
to communicate these assets. Moreover, they tried to find an angle from which
to showcase economic, cultural or tourist strengths of the POLSKA brand.

Conclusion

VIRTUALLY ALL STUDIES EXPRESS THE BELIEF THAT IT IS THE
POLES THEMSELVES THAT POSSESS THE GREATEST POTENTIAL
TO CONVEY POSITIVE AND DISTINGUISHING FEATURES THAT
MAKE THE POLSKA BRAND STAND OUT. IT IS WIDELY ARGUED
THAT PEOPLE ARE A BRAND’S GREATEST ASSET AND THAT
IT IS THROUGH THE POLISH PEOPLE THAT THE BRAND CAN
BEST BE COMMUNICATED TO FOREIGNERS.
The idea of promoting Poland’s economy as expressed by the slogan POLSKA POWER,
assumes that “talented Poles in different sectors of the economy, both in Poland and abroad,
add up to a positive and lasting image of Poland as a country that is worth collaborating with
and doing business in. In other words, talented Poles are our greatest asset and strength.
We call their talent Polska Power.”
In tourism, the strategic document of the Polish Tourist Organization leaves no doubt
that “what gives a brand its strength are the people, including the diaspora. We need to invest
in them and turn them into a large promotional corps of Poland’s ambassadors.
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Research has shown that foreigners who live in or have visited Poland have a more positive
outlook on Poland and Poles: our reality outperforms our image. What speaks in our favour
is the people and the atmosphere of the destination.” The strategy then goes on to say: “Poland’s
hallmarks in communication should be people and modern life rather than places. When
it comes to specific attributes, we should highlight creativity, imagination, charm, vitality,
individualism, youthfulness, beauty, dynamism and diversity. Communication should focus
on evoking emotions.”
The Adam Mickiewicz Institute, tasked with promoting Polish culture, describes Poland
as the “creative hub of Europe” and defines its mission in the following terms “To demonstrate
Poland’s role as an indispensable link in the international circulation of ideas, values
and cultural goods of the highest order.”

Summary

A POLE (AND POLES AS A COMMUNITY), HIS OR HER FEATURES,
SUCCESSES, ACHIEVEMENTS AND PRODUCTS THEY HAVE
CREATED ARE THE ANGLE AND THE LENSE THROUGH WHICH
THE IMAGE OF THE POLSKA BRAND SHOULD BE PROJECTED.

Point of reference
The point of reference for the Rules for Communicating the POLSKA Brand was a 2004
study by Professor Wally Olins, which defined the brand’s identity and put forward the idea
of Creative Tension.
Having consulted with all the parties concerned, we decided that reinventing the wheel
would be a bad idea and that, instead, we should follow up on Professor Olins’s conclusions.
It was agreed that his analysis of what constitutes the Polish psyche and our country as such
was correct:

“Poland draws its personality, power and perpetual motion from a wealth of apparently opposing
characteristics. For example: Poland is part of the West and also understands the East; Polish
people are passionate and idealistic and also practical and resourceful; the Polish character
is ambitious and also down to earth. These tensions create a restlessness unsatisfied
with the status quo, and a boisterousness that’s always stimulating and often astonishing.
This creative tension is why Poland produces so many entrepreneurs, artists and sportspeople.
It’s why Poland is constantly changing and evolving, sometimes tumultuously. And it’s why Poles
have always tried to achieve the seemingly impossible – and often succeeded.”
The idea of Creative Tension offers a good basis for putting forth the promise of the POLSKA
brand, and for fleshing out its key attributes and the narrative it should employ.
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It also seems that this idea, which was ahead of its time upon inception, has now
matured in us and “proved its worth” in the events that have taken place over nearly
10 years since it was born. We are increasingly self-confident and successful
as a country and as individuals, we have an ever more positive outlook on our everyday
life and we feel less distant from countries that are more developed. This became
evident during EURO 2012, an event that has no precedent in Poland’s modern history.
We can take informed decisions about what we are good at and where our deficits lie.
Without an inferiority complex or self-flagellation.

Point of view
Interpreting and elaborating the Creative Tension concept. Finding a common denominator
for the argument that Poles have the greatest potential to promote the POLSKA brand,
and the idea of Creative Tension.
To give the fullest possible account of what and how the POLSKA brand should communicate,
we have reinterpreted the idea of Creative Tension in the context of the belief about Poles’
communication potential as stated in strategic papers.
Strategic workshops have produced several key conclusions, which allowed the strategic
team responsible for drafting these Rules to capture the essence of the POLSKA brand.
The team has selected four points describing the identity of the POLSKA brand. In doing
so, it went to great lengths to put them in everyday language rather than official or marketing
lingo:

1. Poland is intense
As people of action who take great interest in the world, Poles are continuously pressing
ahead.
Despite their geographic location in Central Europe, the Polish people seldom steer
the middle course, preferring instead one of the extremes. We are either hot or cold,
hardly ever lukewarm. We lead intense lives. We cannot bear to stand still for a moment.

2. Poland is committed
We never have enough time for everything. We are not afraid to take risks if we can gain
more.
As a nation, we are a mild, positive case of ADHD. And people appreciate it. Many count
on us to come forward and suggest what needs to be done. They know that as soon
as we appear things will be set in motion. Our zest for action is infectious.
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3. Poland won’t leave you indifferent
Our proverbial hospitality cannot be overestimated. Few other nations in this part
of the world allow newcomers to become so close. It is against our nature to leave visitors
to their own devices. We are determined to host them as best we can, show them around
and explain everything, even if we are hard pressed for time.
We cannot and do not want to leave our guests to themselves, we will not let them be bored
even for a minute.
The open emotionality we display in contacts with newcomers allows foreigners
to experience Poland much more intensively, see for themselves what Poland
is and get to know the value of the POLSKA brand.

4. Poland knows how to swim against the tide
We can create exceptional things even if we lack advanced infrastructure or resources
in a given discipline. We have a knack for making something out of nothing; we can use our
ingeniousness to create things without outside help.
We challenge the status quo and we are good at modifying things. We are chronically
dissatisfied with the existing state of affairs. At times this can turn into negative motivation
– witness Polish grumbling. But we revel in working outside official structures, seizing
initiative and escaping the organizational rut.
The Adam Mickiewicz Institute has produced the Guide to the Poles, a series of films
that document how creativity won out against a reality of deficits and restrictions.
The indomitable spirit that holds its own and shows its genius in all circumstances
and situations manifested itself in self-designed toys and clothes, rock music and Himalayan
mountaineering.

Turning point
The strategic process, which tried to find answers to the following questions: what
can the state of creative tension really offer? What role does creative tension assign to
the POLSKA brand? What has the POLSKA brand to say about different fields it operates
in? We have produced an inspiring, authentic and attractive promise, which the POLSKA
brand can make to its stakeholders:

As all things clash, collide and brush against each other in Poland,
the natural, creative and constructive result is that...
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POLSKA empowers
The above catchphrase encapsulates the idea of the POLSKA brand, its key strategic
concept, which should serve as the cornerstone of communication in all areas.
It represents the gist of the strategic work this document describes.
“POLSKA empowers” is at the same time the fundamental promise of the brand.
It is supposed to help authors of future communication undertakings (marketing campaigns,
slogans, promotional materials, etc.) understand the essence of the message. “POLSKA
empowers” is not an advertising slogan and should not be used verbatim in promotional
campaigns or materials.

POLSKA empowers

Great Dictionary of the Polish Language:
empower – to supply somebody with the force they need to operate
http://www.wsjp.pl/index.php?id_hasla=15352&id_znaczenia=3050613&l=19&ind=0

POLSKA is a brand that empowers: through fresh ideas,
experiences and commitment. It sets the tone for actions,
transforms the environment, and leaves no one indifferent.
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POLSKA empowers through experiences
You don’t simply visit Poland, you experience it. There is no way you can get bored
in Poland. Our hospitality won’t leave you time to mess around or fritter your time away
with trifles. You will leave Poland powered with unique experiences.

POLSKA empowers through experiences

Let us show how our tourist attractions can empower through the experiences of people
who live through them. We need to emphasize not only that we have areas of unique natural
beauty or historic monuments, but also that in each of these places you can experience
something truly exceptional. Let us inspire recipients of our messages to experience
Poland in the regions they go to (e.g. we pitch Wigry National Park not only as a place
with rare natural environment but also as a region where you can explore the local culture,
discover interesting customs and learn new things). The same is true for historical
mementos and outstanding figures of the past – when promoting them we should think
out of the box and tell their stories (as far as possible) from the angle of modern-day
values and ways of perceiving the world (e.g. Spacerownik warszawski, a tourist guidebook
that allows visitors to look at the city from a new perspective. Full of interesting facts
and inspiring stories about people and places, it was written by Warsaw aficionados,
who share their love for the city with the reader).

POLSKA empowers through imagination
Poland fires up imagination. No other place in Europe can boast such rich cultural life
and such ways of showcasing culture. So many festivals that feature concerts in a steel
plant’s galvanizing shop or a former tram shed. And such receptive audiences.

POLSKA empowers through imagination
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POLSKA empowers through resourcefulness
Though not exactly a world leader in innovation, Poland’s economy has been shaped
by the talents, education and diligence of Poles, a people who are full of enterprise
and have a flair for making something out of nothing. We can cope with difficult situations,
we do not despair, and we fuel our businesses with new ideas and commitment
as employees and entrepreneurs alike.

POLSKA empowers through resourcefulness

POLSKA empowers through initiatives
Being a big political player, Poland should project the image of an active regional leader, one
that launches international initiatives, makes proposals and puts them in place. Contributes
its knowledge and ideas to the European community. Poland is never on the sidelines,
it plays the leading role whenever it can.

POLSKA empowers through initiatives
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POLSKA:
BRAND MODEL
Archetype

Reasons to Believe

Creator – has invention, ingenuity,
inspiration and capacity to cope with all
situations

People. Poles want to do more,
have more zest and are enthusiastic
Europeans. We won’t stand still and hate
standing still – we are driven by Creative
Tension.

BRAND IDEA

POLSKA
empowers
Insight

Benefits

Europe is getting old and lazy. There
is increasing talk of the need for “fresh
blood,” there is high demand for people
and ideas that would restore optimism and
set things in motion again.

Gives Europe a face lift by perking
it up with ideas, experiences and
resourcefulness. Sets the tone for
actions, leaves no one indifferent.

Competitive

Target

More and more countries are breaking
free of the mould and compete on the
international stage. Just as in modern-day
football, there are no weak opponents.
We compete with the world’s middlings
to catch up with the premier league.

1. Active social, economic and cultural
circles in the West – people awaiting
a new impulse for action
2. Poles at home and abroad who
deserve to be more self-assertive
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Priorities and communication framework of the
POLSKA BRAND
What is the POLSKA brand like? How should we implement it? What is its narrative?
What is its promise?

1. Places okay, but people are key
We go for energy and the emotional potential of Poles. We go for promoting Poland
by highlighting the unique elements of our national character. We go for talking about
Poland by talking about people. This is not to say that we give up promoting Poland’s unique
sights and monuments. Instead, the idea is to add the human factor to the promotional
message that is used to advertise places. After all, it is only after one has met Poles and talked
to them that a visit to Poland becomes an exceptional experience.

2. The here and now, and if the past then seen from
a present-day perspective
Poland has a rich and interesting history, which we cannot and do not want to forget.
At the same time, we want to be seen as a modern and forward-looking nation, so this should
be reflected in the way we talk about our country’s history. Let us narrate key historical
issues by looking at the way they have shaped the lives of contemporary Poles. Let us present
those issues as a setting for who Poles are today, what they have achieved, and how past events
are related to the positive national features that we want to promote.
(There is a City is a film that offers an example of how we should talk about the Warsaw Uprising)

3. Face-to-face rather than in theory
A face-to-face contact is the best way to enhance the image of the POLSKA brand.
A foreigner who has met Poles in person is sure to harbour no more myths about Poland.

4. For others but for ourselves, too
We build the POLSKA brand not only to create a desired image of Poland outside
the country, but also to make the Poles more self-assured*.
* Source: PL2012/Ministry of Sport and Tourism
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Useful tips for
• All institutions that promote Polish products and services
• Promotion staff dealing with Polish citizens and creations of Polish art
• Entrepreneurs who wish to promote their products by relating them to Polishness
and using the visual identification of the POLSKA brand
• Citizens who plan to use the official visual identification of the POLSKA brand

Dimensions of communication
Detailed guidelines:
NAME
LANGUAGE
COLOURS
RESONANCE
CONTACT WITH THE BRAND
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVATION

NAME. How we talk about ourselves
No matter what foreign language we speak we should always write and say POLSKA.
POLSKA is the official international name of our brand.
We want every person around the world to learn this name in its original form.
This applies only to the brand name POLSKA, while the remaining nomenclature should
be used as before, i.e. it needs to be translated and inflected in the local language (e.g. people
of Poland should be called Poles in English). Such approach simplifies and makes it easier
to grasp brand communication, and thus meets one of the key strategic priorities of this
study.
Why:
Relatively small awareness is one of the key problems of the POLSKA brand. In some global
languages there is an additional problem of possible confusion, e.g. Holland – Poland.
We want the Polish-language name to become globally recognizable.
Justification:
Most foreigners have no difficulty pronouncing the name. The word POLSKA
is instantaneously recognizable and has a European sound. It contains two syllables
that are easy to say. The first syllable, “POL,” can be ascribed to one country only
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and is used by TV stations all around the globe when covering sporting events. By saying
“POL” we manifest our pride in and attachment to Poland and show that
internationalization by force is not our cup of tea.*
* Source: “Brand for Poland”

The language we use
We speak a concise and direct language. We are respectful when conveying our friendly
attitude towards the recipient.
Our narrative is constructed with ease and a light touch. We are not afraid of puns
and we use intelligent linguistic devices.
Poles are natural-born doers, so the language of the POLSKA brand should be inviting,
dynamic and needs to call to action. Without verbosity, to the point.
We use one slogan of the POLSKA brand.
The language of communication should be simple but not simplistic. Our communication
does not use words that one needs to look up in a dictionary.
Why:
The narrative used by a brand has a huge impact on how the brand is perceived. What
matters are words and metaphors the brand uses and how complex its language is.
The narrative needs to match what the brand has to offer and how it wants to be seen.
Justification:
The value of the POLSKA brand is conveyed by people, so the language we use should
be human, comprehensible, lucid and attractive to everyone.

The colours we use
All promotional materials – from the tiniest gadgets to all marketing publications – should
-red motif.
feature a
This is not to say that we must use only these two colours. Rather, we need to find for them
the right place in all materials we prepare.
The remaining colours should be energetic, warm and vivid.
We must not use pale or faded colours, as their symbolism is at odds with the promise
of the POLSKA brand.
Why:
Institutions that are responsible for promoting the POLSKA brand need to coordinate
the visual layer and the use of colours. This step will produce a synergy of all actions taken
by agencies that are tasked with promoting Poland.
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Justification:
The use of uniform colours in communication will produce the effect of a “colour mark”
that will help distinguish the POLSKA brand quickly and intuitively.

Resonance of messages
Messages need to focus on people. Whenever a message features places, they should
be presented through the lens of experiences and meetings. We want to promote Poland
by stressing unique characteristics of our national psyche.
The communication should be concrete, based on explicit advantages or products bearing
the POLSKA brand. At the same time, Poland needs to be presented from the point
of view of active people who are going through something and experiencing different
aspects of being in Poland. The message must be open and inviting. The recipient should
want to join in and become part of the scene. A touch of humour is welcome to emphasize
that Poles don’t take themselves too seriously and like to laugh at themselves.
All fields of promotion should use the POLSKA brand logo (after it has been officially
approved), no matter what system of visual identification is used by the organization
that is responsible for the message.
Why:
Wonders of nature alone are not as attractive and powerful as tourist sites
that are presented from the angle of Polish people. When focusing on people we show
the here and now rather than the past, we shift the focus away from history
and martyrdom. However, this does not mean that we turn our back on the past – we need
to find a place for history, but we must communicate this history from
the angle of modern-day attitudes and the consequences of past events.
Justification:
By emphasizing people, their emotions and modern-day attitudes, and shifting the focus
away from the past we have a chance to build a dynamic and attractive image of the POLSKA
brand, one that will bring benefits in the long run.
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Contact with the brand
We want to make contact with the POLSKA brand an interesting experience,
and one in which Poles are a must.
Each product should be backed up with a story of a Pole or Poles who created the item
or produced it.
We are always seeking interaction with the recipient.
We highlight products or services which demonstrate Polish inventiveness, contribute
a new quality to their category, or offer truly exceptional and intense experiences with their
flavour, fragrance or texture.
Why:
Contacts with a country’s nationals or products are the best way to build the country’s image.
How the experience of a brand is created must be consistent with the brand’s promise. When
it comes to contacts with the POLSKA brand, special importance should be attached to all
kinds of meetings during fairs, events in different fields of promotion, and cultural projects.
Justification:
By managing the form of each contact in a skilful way (e.g. the design of a fair booth) we can
leave the visitor with the impression of experiencing Poland for real (the impression of being
“powered” with experiences/imagination or resourcefulness/idea).

Additional activities
Brand of the community, community of the brand
We need to find a way to make the Polish people part of the POLSKA brand communication
(as intermediaries or co-authors of the communication).
It is strongly recommended that contests and community initiatives be staged with
the participation of Poles.
We cannot be afraid of the risk involved in letting citizens speak . The inventiveness we want
to spark off means that we need to accept errors and mistakes.
A campaign that more strongly involves the community could focus on creation (call
for proposals, selection of a project), providing content (testimonials), or even funding
(crowd funding).
Why:
An idea or a message is credible as long as the communication method corresponds
with the content of the narrative. The brand’s behaviour comprises methods of communication,
too. The Polish people should power communication of the POLSKA brand.
This needs to be taken into consideration when designing public relations, new media
and face-to-face communication activities that create and provide content.
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Justification:
What makes one want to experience a brand is not only the content and form of a message,
but also the way it is delivered and produced.
The “Vote Mazury” project is a good example of Poles’ commitment to promoting their own
country and region in an international vote.
The initiative demonstrates that Poles are proud of what they have and want to show it off.
So why not give them a chance to power the communication of the POLSKA brand?
http://mazurycudnatury.org/

Activation. What needs to be done
We need to be able to put the POLSKA brand logo on all imaginable flagship products.
We need to be able to put the POLSKA brand logo on all major cultural and business
events, etc.
We need to encourage entrepreneurs and artists to put the POLSKA brand logo on their
products/works.
We need to encourage tourists leaving Poland to communicate our message to those
who may be willing to visit our country (e.g. by handing out the logo).
Why:
To build awareness of the POLSKA brand and competences in key brand areas (as defined
through different sectors of promotion) we should increasingly encourage the use national
branding (brand logo).
Justification:
We know of a number of countries which have engaged entrepreneurs and artists to raise
the awareness of their national brands. This measure helped graft the positive image
of products made in the country onto the country itself.
At the same time, such activities enhanced the image of the products, e.g. the best cheese
comes from France, the best-looking cars are made in Italy, etc.
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What hurts the POLSKA brand?
IN ALL ACTIVITIES TO PROMOTE THE POLSKA BRAND
WE SHOULD AVOID:
Ridiculing other people
Aggressive behaviour
Arrogance towards other nations, attitudes or beliefs
Constant references to history, promoting ourselves through martyrdom
Hiding or dodging difficult issues
Pathos
Banality
Hackneyed verbal and graphic solutions
Affected and crude jocularity
Taking shortcuts: showing off sly ingenuity, breaking received rules and norms

KEY CRITERIA FOR CHECKING WHETHER CREATIVE IDEAS
MATCH THE CONCEPT OF THE POLSKA BRAND
During procurement procedures, the following questions will make it easier
to choose creative ideas that correspond with the concept of the POLSKA brand.
1. Are the Polish people and/or the experiencing of Poland at the heart of the concept?
2. Is the recipient likely to become engaged through the form, content or mechanism
of the campaign?
3. Do the means of expression that have been used create an impression of dynamism,
optimism and modernity?
4. Does the project speak a simple, concrete and intelligent language?
5. Does the concept feature a white and red element, a must in each form of communication?
6. Does the promoted product/service highlight unique features that convey Polish
inventiveness or intensity of offered experiences?
7. If used, is the humour intelligent? Does it show that Poland and the Polish people
can laugh at themselves? Does it avoid ridiculing others?
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